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ChIP-seq           2013 

You will be introduced to the common pipeline used in the analysis of ChIP-seq data. 
 
For this exercise we will use a ChIP-seq dataset for CTCF in the murine G1E_ER4 cell line from mouse. 
CTCF is a transcription factor that is involved in many cellular processes, including transcriptional 
regulation, insulator activity and regulation of chromatin architecture. CTCF binds to DNA where this 
consensus sequence is present:  CCGCGNGGNGGCAG.   

Before you start 
 

 Connect to DNA using MobaXterm (ssh -X bioinfXX@dna.biomedicine.gu.se) 

 Create a directory called chipseq (mkdir chipseq) and change to that directory (cd 
chipseq) 

 Copy the chipseq_analysis.sh script from /home/marcela/chipseq2013 to your 
chipseq directory (cp  /home/marcela/chipseq2013/chipseq_analysis.sh . ) 

 Grant permissions to run the script (chmod 777 chipseq_analysis.sh) 

 Run./chipseq_analysis.sh 
 

What is the script doing? (less [script_name]) 

Quality check 
 
Always the first step. As part of the script the fastqc plots will open in firefox. Is the data of good quality? 
Would you do any filtering? 
 

Mapping to the reference genome 
 
We are using bowtie, a fast short read aligner, to align our reads to the mouse reference genome. Look 
into the mapping folder. How many sequences are mapped to our reference genome? Which 
chromosomes are covered? 
 
Inspect the alignments in IGV (igv.sh), what are the differences with exome and RNAseq alignments? 
Create the tdf files (running igvtools from IGV), open them and compare them, do they look different? 

Peak calling 
 
There are several algorithms that can be used to identify statistically significant peaks from ChIP-seq 
analysis. Here we will use CisGenome which is an integrated tool for tiling array, ChIP-seq, genome and 
cis-regulatory element analysis. And although we will be using the Linux version, it has a graphical user 
interface that can be used either in Windows or Mac. 
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For this step, the script will : 

 convert our bam file to the needed format for CisGenome (ALN) 

 run the peak calling algorithm 

 convert the output files to a format that we can inspect in IGV (BED or WIG) 

 annotate the detect peaks with respect to their closest gene and 

 summarize their physical distribution based on promoters, exons, introns, etc 
 
Inspect the following files, which are under the cisgenome folder: 
 
less list.txt  This file contains the description of the samples,where 0 is the control 

and 1 the IP experiment 
less CTCF_peak.cod Peak list 
 

How many peaks were detected? Are all of them significant? 
 
Load the CTCF_peak.bed file into IGV. Can you identify the detected peaks? How are they related to 
the coverage in both samples? 
 
Load the CTCF_log2fc.wig file into IGV. This track will give us the fold change between input and 
sample. Zoom in to the first peak (you can have the coordinates from the CTCF_peak.cod file), how 
big is its fold change.  
 
Have a look at the CTCF_peak_ann.cod and CTCF_peak_gene_summary.txt , where are the most 
of the peaks located? 

Motif analysis 
 
Finally, a common task is to identify a motif where our tested protein binds. For this, we first extract the 
sequences from the detected genes and run MEME (a sequence analysis tool for motif discovery). MEME 
will take a while so in this case we will only copy the results, however the command line used is in the 
script. 
 
Inspect the index.html file.  Are any of the predicted motifs similar to the consensus known motif (see 
at the beginning of the exercise)? 

 
GOOD LUCK! 
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